47)

What's our responsibility to the business community?
A.

We are responsible for conducting all of our business transactions with high
standards--adhering to the highest standards of business ethics.

B.

We are responsible for conducting all of our business transactions with fairness
and transparency to garner public trust.

C.

We are responsible for welcoming participation in the procurement process by all
qualified and competent business entities offering goods and services congruent
with our goals and mission as a world-class University.

D.

As holders of public trust, we are responsible to uphold our fiduciary
responsibility towards all of our funding sources for prudent stewardship of those
resources. It is important to bear in mind that vendors calling on us are businesses
who contribute to the public treasury.

E.

We are responsible to make sure that doing business with CUNY is mutually
beneficial - CUNY is entitled to optimal quality of service, timely delivery and
available in the marketplace (not always just the lowest price) and vendors are
entitled to a fair profit.

EPILOGUE
48)

What's the bottom line?
Your College’s Purchasing Department and the University’s Central Purchasing Office
will make every effort to assure timely deliveries of purchases. Some pointers to keep in
mind which will help us to process your requisitions on a more timely basis are:
A.

Don’t let the Purchasing Department be the proverbial “last to know.” BEGIN the
process by involving the Purchasing Department. Inform vendors and staff that all
orders placed by the administration of the College or the University must be placed
through the issuance of a valid purchase order generated by the Purchasing
Department.

B.

Make sure that all purchase requisitions include appropriate, active budget codes
with sufficient funding to cover the purchase. If a budget transfer is necessary, the
transfer must be requested and completed BEFORE the purchase requisition can be
submitted to Purchasing.

C.

Submit a requisition to the Purchasing Department with complete and accurate
specifications that have been written and vetted by qualified staff.

D.

Obtain all required authorization(s) prior to submission of a requisition to the
Purchasing Department.

E.

Consult the calendar and vendor lead time parameters to determine realistic time
frames for deliveries and services required. Submit requisitions in a timely manner,
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so that timely delivery is feasible. Avoid terms like “RUSH” and “ASAP” which,
through overuse, have become meaningless clichés. A realistic expectation
courteously articulated will elicit a more favorable response from both potential
vendors and administrative staff.
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